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Optical imaging and spectroscopy is a diverse field that has
been of critical importance in a wide range of areas in
radiation research. It is capable of spanning a wide range of
spatial and temporal scales, and has the sensitivity and
specificity needed for molecular and functional imaging. This
review will describe the basic principles of optical imaging
and spectroscopy, highlighting a few relevant applications to
radiation research. � 2012 by Radiation Research Society

INTRODUCTION

Optical imaging and spectroscopy is a highly diverse and
active field throughout the sciences, including radiation
research. Here we provide an overview of some of the basic
principles underlying many of the more widely employed
optical methods and, in particular, quantitative approaches
that are currently being applied to the field of radiation
research. This review will focus on physiological assess-
ment of tumors prior to and after radiation therapy, and will
not discuss therapeutic applications of light, such as
photothermal therapy (1, 2), low-level light therapy (3, 4),
and photodynamic therapy (5, 6), which could be
complementary to radiation therapy. There are several
potential applications of optical imaging and spectroscopy
to radiation therapy, most notable the potential for pre-
treatment assessment of tissue hypoxia and other physio-
logical parameters, real-time monitoring of treatment
response, and basic science studies investigating molecular
responses to radiation therapy. Advantages of optical
methods include their high specificity and sensitivity, with
a wide range of functional endpoints possible. In addition,
they utilize nonionizing radiation, providing a relatively
safe imaging modality that does not increase overall
ionizing radiation exposure to patients. Finally, they are

also generally much lower in cost compared to other
imaging methods, and combined with their overall safety,
this makes them highly suitable for repeated measurements.
There are also some fundamental limitations in the clinical
applicability of optical methods, including the relatively
high scattering in tissue at optical and near-infrared
wavelengths, which limits resolution and penetration depth
compared to X ray and other imaging modalities. This
review will highlight the use of optical methods for studying
radiation therapy and response, and their potential utility in
clinical applications.

Several clinically relevant aspects of radiation biology are
amenable to study by optical sensing as an investigative
tool; for example, there is a strong dependence on oxygen
for the efficacy of radiation therapy, with hypoxic tumors
being up to three times more resistant to radiation therapy
(7). In addition, re-oxygenation, the phenomenon whereby
hypoxic cells re-oxygenate as multiple fractions of radiation
and are delivered to a tumor, is the primary mechanism by
which hypoxic tumors can be treated clinically, and is also
the basis for fractionated dosing schedules (7). Since many
optical techniques are innately sensitive to tissue oxygen-
ation due to the strong intrinsic absorption of oxygen by
hemoglobin, optical techniques are potentially useful for
predicting and monitoring the response to therapy.

Secondly, negative side effects of normal tissue radiation
exposure can potentially be monitored by optical methods.
For example, Muanza et al. (8) and Kawakami-Wong et al.
(9) have investigated the use of OCT based imaging to score
oral mucositis. In this case, the method is sensitive to the
changes in tissue morphology as a consequence of the
development of mucositis.

Finally, as a preclinical tool, optical sensing has distinct
advantages due to the wide range of functional probes and
reporters available to provide insight into the molecular
responses of tissues to radiation therapy.

Optical Measurement Modalities

Optical sensing is a broad field, with many different
technologies that may be applied to different problems,
including traditional imaging methods such as fluorescence
and reflectance microscopy and wide field imaging, and
newer approaches including optical coherence tomography
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(10) and photoacoustic tomography (11). These methods

can be broadly categorized as measuring either ballistic or

diffusely scattered photons. Ballistic, or unscattered pho-

tons, enable high-resolution imaging but limited penetration

depth (e.g., as with traditional microscopy), whereas

diffusely scattered photons can be detected with a much

deeper penetration depth, but afford more limited resolution.

A hybrid method is photoacoustic tomography (PAT),

which uses diffuse photons to initiate an acoustic signal,

which can then be detected as a ballistic wave, combining

deep penetration with high resolution. A brief overview of

the sources of contrast and broad categories of widely
available technologies that are covered in this review are
listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Optical Properties

In vivo optical methods in general rely on the ability to
couple light into and out of tissue and quantify the
interaction of light within the tissue in some manner. As a
result, all of these methods are sensitive to the character-
istics of light propagation in tissue; notably refraction,
reflection, scattering, and absorption (21). The first three of

TABLE 1
Sources of Optical Contrast Available for Optical Imaging and Spectroscopy

Optical process Sources of contrast Functional/morphological relevance

1. Tissue absorption
(12–14)

Hemoglobin/myoglobin Hemoglobin/myoglobin concentration and oxygen saturation
Melanin Melanin concentration
Carotene Carotene concentration (adipose tissue content)
Protein/DNA other UV absorbers Cellular density, tissue morphology

2. Tissue scattering
(12, 13)

Local inhomogeneity including cell
organelles, extracellular matrix, and
membranes

Tissue morphology

3. Tissue fluorescence
(13, 14)

NADH and FAD Cellular redox state
Collagen/elastin Tissue morphology
Tryptophan Protein or cellular density and morphology
Porphyrins Heme synthesis and porphyrin accumulation

4. Extrinsic absorption Small molecular chromophores Biodistribution of a given chromophore, which may be targeted or
untargeted, and can reflect a wide range of functional indicators

Nanoparticle absorption Biodistribution of an absorbing nanoparticle, which could include
nanospheres, nanoshells, and carbon nanotubes. May be targeted or
untargeted

5. Extrinsic scattering Nanoparticle scatterers Scattering nanoparticles include nanospheres, nanoshells, and carbon
nanotubes. May be targeted or untargeted

6. Extrinsic fluorescence Small molecular fluorophores Can be activatable, targeted, or untargeted, and can report on many
parameters such as pH, hypoxia, gene expression, ion concentration
and membrane potential

Nanoparticle fluorescence Biodistribution of a nanoparticle that may be intrinsically fluorescent or
loaded with a fluorescent molecule

7. Luminescence Bioluminescent reporters or
nanoparticles

Luciferase transfection into transgenic animal or cell line

TABLE 2
Summary of the Optical Methods Reviewed in this Manuscript, Including Their Approximate Typical Resolutions, Sensing

Depths, and Available Sources of Contrast (Cross References to Categories Listed in Table 1)

Method Lateral spatial resolution Sensing depth Source(s) of contrast

Fiber-based optical
spectroscopy

Point measurements or coarse
scanning (.1 mm) (12)

;0.1–10 mm, depending on probe
geometry and wavelength

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6

Optical coherence
tomography (OCT)

4–20 microns (15) 1 mm 2 and 5 primarily, possible to
do 1 and 4

Photoacoustic
tomography (PAT)/
photoacoustic
microscopy (PAM)

45 lm to 1 mm (scalable with
depth) (16)

Several cm (16) 1 and 4

Diffuse optical
tomography (DOT)

mm to cm (17) Several cm (17) 1, 2, 4, and 5

Fluorescence molecular
tomography (FMT)

Sub-mm to cm (18, 19) Several cm (18, 19) Primarily 6, also 3

Intravital microscopy and
microendoscopy

200 nm (15) Several hundred microns (19, 20) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
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these arise from mismatches in the refractive index of light,
as between air and tissue, or cytoplasm and lipid bilayers,
and serve to alter the direction of propagation of light.
Scattering is largely a result of small subcellular or
extracellular inhomogeneities in refractive index such as
cellular organelles or collagen fibrils. It is wavelength-
dependent, generally decreasing with increasing wave-
length, and is rather high in tissue relative to other
modalities, on the order of 10s of interactions per mm of
photon transit. The consequence is that ballistic photons
(i.e., photons that traverse tissue without encountering any
scattering events) can only effectively penetrate into the
superficial layers of tissue (hundreds of micrometers).
Deeper than this, the majority of photons are multiply
scattered, or diffuse, and spatial resolution is greatly
diminished. It is this feature of tissue optical properties that
limits ballistic imaging depth (as in confocal or multiphoton
microscopy). The alternative is to detect diffusely-scattered
photons, which carry information from deeper within the
tissues, but at the cost of greatly diminished image
resolution (on the order of 1 mm to 1 cm).

Absorption of light in tissue also plays a significant role
in the transmission of optical signals through tissue. It also
generally decreases with wavelength, but is highly tissue-
specific. Ultraviolet (UV) absorption is high due to the
presence of strongly UV-absorbing biological chromo-
phores. Visible wavelength absorption is dominated by
hemoglobin in most tissues, and is thus dependent on the
vascularity and oxygenation of the tissue. Hemoglobin
absorption drops significantly at wavelengths longer than
650 nm, as seen in Fig. 1. This enables deeper penetration
of these longer wavelengths of light into tissue. Water
absorption becomes significant above approximately 900
nm, and increases into the infrared. This region of relatively
low tissue absorption is referred to as the NIR window, and
has been exploited to enable relatively deep tissue imaging
using diffusely-scattered light.

Fluorescence is another fundamental interaction of light
with matter that is commonly exploited for optical imaging.
Physically, fluorescence occurs when an electron orbiting a
fluorophore absorbs a photon, promoting it to an excited
state. While in the excited state, the electron will relax down
to the lowest vibration energy level in the excited state,
releasing some energy as heat. After some amount of time
(typically on the order of nanoseconds), the electron will
decay back to the lower energy state, releasing a photon.
The energy lost due to relaxation is reflected in the longer
wavelength of the emitted photon compared to the absorbed
photon, which is referred to as the Stokes shift. Because a
given fluorophore has characteristic absorption and emis-
sion spectra, it is possible to use several fluorophores of
different wavelengths to probe different aspects of a
sample’s properties.

Finally, bioluminescence is commonly employed in small
animal research using transgenic animals or cells transfected
with luciferase genes. The luciferase protein generates a

photon in the presence of its particular substrate(s), which

are commonly injected prior to imaging. This provides a

means of monitoring gene expression, cell tracking, or other

phenomena similar to what is possible with fluorescence

proteins. The primary difference is there is no need for

excitation light to produce an emitted photon, which leads

to much lower background signals and better sensitivity.

Because tissue absorption and scattering properties play

such a fundamental role in the measurement of optical

signals from tissue, it is crucial to recognize and account for

their importance in developing any quantitative measure of

optical signals. Small animal imaging is one example. For a

bioluminescence or fluorescence source, attenuation will

play a significant role in determining the magnitude of the

signal collected; deeper sources will appear significantly

dimmer or may not be visible at all at the detector.

Intrinsic Optical Contrast

The intrinsic tissue optical properties including scattering,

absorption, and fluorescence (autofluorescence) can be

confounding factors in many applications, but they may

also be exploited as sources of contrast. Because absorption

has a strong dependence on both the total amount of

hemoglobin as well as its oxygenation state, this has served

as an intrinsic marker of tissue hypoxia and vascularity (12).

Tissue autofluorescence arises from a range of fluorophores,

notably collagen, elastin, tryptophan, and the electron

carriers NADH and FAD (12). NADH and FAD are

particularly interesting because their redox pairs, NAD and

FADH2 are nonfluorescent. Thus, autofluorescence from

NADH and FAD can be exploited to quantify the cellular

redox ratio (25, 26). Finally, tissue scattering is dependent

on tissue morphology, and thus can be used to distinguish

different tissue types, such as breast parenchyma and

adipose (27), or necrosis and viable tissue (28).

FIG. 1. The NIR window has relatively low absorption, enabling
deeper penetration of light. Absorption is shown for 10 lM
hemoglobin (22) and water (23). (Reproduced with permission from
ref. 24.)
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Molecular, Morphological, and Functional Imaging Probes
and Reporters

Exogenous fluorophores and fluorescent reporter genes
are capable of reporting a wide range of parameters such as
nuclear, mitochondrial, extracellular-matrix localization, or
tissue oxygen tension (29–31), reactive oxygen/nitrogen
species (32, 33), and apoptosis (34). A number of excellent
resources are available describing the wide range of
parameters that can be investigated using current techniques
(20, 35–42). There are several approaches commonly
employed, and these can be broadly categorized by probes
whose localization is of interest, and probes whose
properties are altered by the functional parameter of interest.

The simplest localization probes are nonspecific probes or
nanoparticles. Probes of differing sizes have been used to
study vascular perfusion and permeability (43, 44). A probe
may also be targeted to a specific receptor, transporter, or
other entity by its chemical structure or through conjugation
to other molecules or ligands. These are no different from
imaging agents that could be used with other modalities,
except that they are conjugated to a fluorophore. For
example, fluorescent probes conjugated to antibodies have
been used to monitor vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) expression (45). Gold nanoparticles have similarly
been used as scattering contrast for identifying epidermal
growth factor expression in precancers (46).

Functional probes can be constructed to alter their
properties based on the local environment. These include
lifetime-based sensors for oxygen tension, ratiometric
reporters, and many pH probes (20). These probes change
their fluorescence intensity, decay rate, or emission
spectrum based on their local environments. Additionally,
a fluorophore can also be conjugated to a quencher via a
linker that is cleaved by a specific enzyme, which enables
probing of specific enzymatic activity (42, 47).

Genetic reporters are widely used to study gene
expression and interactions, as well as functional reporters,
e.g., for calcium-ion concentration (48). Green fluorescence
protein (GFP) is the classic example (49), but this has
extended to a wide range of available colors, and into the
NIR (50, 51), to facilitate whole animal imaging. Finally,
bioluminescence is another mechanism commonly exploited
for in vivo imaging. These methods require a genetic
reporter, such as the firefly luciferase, which operates by
converting chemical energy into light. Firefly luciferase
(often abbreviated luc) is a commonly used variety and
converts luciferin (an injectable substrate), oxygen, and
ATP into light in a two-step process, with emission that is
primarily in the yellow-green spectrum (52).

APPLIED TECHNOLOGIES

Fiber Optic-Based Tissue Spectroscopy

Fiber optic sensors offer a relatively simple system for
carrying out quantitative spectroscopy of tissue. They

typically involve illuminating and collecting light spectra
from tissue via a fiber optic probe that couples a broadband
light source and spectrometer detector to the site of interest.
Specific wavelength filters, or monochromators, enable
selection of excitation and collection wavelengths, and
allow collection of either tissue fluorescence spectra or the
diffusely reflected light spectra (commonly referred to as
light-scattering spectroscopy or diffuse-reflectance spec-
troscopy). These measurements can then be analyzed to
extract the wavelength-dependent intrinsic absorption,
scattering, and fluorescence properties of the tissue.
Quantitative models of light tissue interaction based on
Monte Carlo methods or analytical approximations are used
to extract these underlying optical properties (12, 21), which
in turn provide information about the intrinsic sources of
contrast described above, and/or any exogenous contrast
agents that may be in use. Alternatively, empirical and
statistical approaches have been used to classify tissues
directly from the measured reflectance or fluorescence
spectra, but have limited ability to provide insight about the
mechanistic or physical characteristics of the tissues (53,
54).

These types of approaches have been applied to a wide
range of biological problems, ranging from cancer diagnosis
and margin assessment to evaluation of therapeutic
response, including radiotherapy (12, 55–57). As a recent
example, Vishwanath et al. investigated the ability of
optical spectroscopy to predict for local tumor control after
radiation therapy in a preclinical study (57). They irradiated
a head and neck xenograft with a 50% tumor control dose
(TCD50, the dose at which 50% of animals will have local
control), and found that early changes in vascular
hemoglobin oxygen saturation were statistically different
in animals that showed a local control after therapy relative
to those that had tumor regrowth, and that these effects
preceded differences in tumor volume, as shown in Fig. 2.

Intravital Microscopy

Another commonly used tool is intravital microscopy.
This involves either placing a small animal on a
conventional microscope, or imaging the subject using a
portable endoscopic or hand-held microscope. The tech-
nique relies on the detection of focused, unscattered light.
Because of the limited penetration depth of ballistic
photons, this is restricted to superficial or endoscopically-
accessible sites (58, 59), or requires the implantation of a
window chamber into the subject (60). The use of high-
resolution microscopy techniques including wide-field
fluorescence, transmitted or reflected light imaging, confo-
cal, and multiphoton microscopy enables characterization of
a wide range of morphological and functional features. For
example, a wide range of hemodynamic parameters can be
obtained including microvascular network geometry (60),
red cell flux (61), microvascular hemoglobin oxygen
saturation (62), and vascular permeability (60). These
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methods are describe in detail in a recent protocols paper

(63), and an example of the resulting functional and

morphological data obtainable are shown in Fig. 3. These

can often be combined with exogenous fluorophores and

fluorescent reporter genes capable of reporting a wide range

of parameters as described above.

As an example, Moeller et al. demonstrated the induction

of HIF-1 after irradiation using a GFP-based fluorescence

reporter of HIF-1 activity (32). They found that tumor

reoxygenation following radiotherapy leads to increased

HIF-1 activity due to the presence of reactive oxygen

species. An increase in HIF-1-regulated proteins further-

more resulted from the accumulation and release of stress

granules. It has since been shown that HIF-1 activation is

protective of endothelial cells after radiation, and also plays

a role in regeneration of the vascular network by

vasculogenesis (64–67). To provide an additional example,

Cummings et al. monitored the migration of dendritic cells

in the ear epithelium following ionizing radiation using

confocal imaging (68). They reported a significant decrease

in the density of MHC class II positive cells after local

irradiation, and that administration of interleukin-12

FIG. 2. Panel a: Shows the number of surviving animals in time (censored animals are indicated by the vertical ticks at the points of censoring);
blue line: treated group; red line: control group. Panel b shows the mean fold-increase in tumor volume for the treated (black and blue curves) and
untreated animals (controls, red curve). The treated animals were classified as those achieving local control (complete responders, CRs: blue line)
or local recurrence (partial responders, PRS: black line) based on the presence or absence of tumor 90 days post-treatment. Panel c shows the
average change in tumor hemoglobin saturation (relative to day 0, DSO2) for each group (blue curve: CRs; black curve: PRs; red curve: controls).
(Reproduced from ref. 57.)

FIG. 3. Examples of functional data obtainable by intravital microscopy including the (panel A) bright field transmission image. Panel B: HIF-1
GFP reporter fluorescence (32), (panel C) total hemoglobin content, (panel D) hemoglobin oxygen saturation on a red-blue color scale (red: well
oxygenated, blue: poorly oxygenated) whose brightness is modulated by the total hemoglobin content (making vessels appear bright), and (panel
E) an overlay view of panels D and B with the GFP channel appearing in green. The tumor appears as the pickle-shaped object in the center of the
view. The edge of the tumor can be seen to be highly-vascularized, with relatively few vessels in the hypoxic center of the tumor. Scale bars are 1
mm. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 63.)
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significantly reduced migration of these cells from the site

of irradiation.

Another approach with more direct clinical relevance is

intravital imaging techniques suitable for endoscopic or

intraoperative imaging, including commercially available

microendoscopy systems (39, 58, 69–79). High-resolution

confocal microendoscopy has particular potential as a

diagnostic, prognostic, and monitoring tool that is capable

of monitoring cellular level morphology suitable for in vivo
pathology (58). Both reflectance- and fluorescence-based

systems have been described, and are therefore amenable to

any of the contrast agents described in this review.

Diffuse Optical Imaging and Tomography

Another class of technologies involves the use of

diffusely-scattered photons for imaging and includes a

family of techniques that can be broadly separated into

tomographic and planar imaging methods. This includes

diffusely-scattered transmission, reflectance, and fluores-

cence, and therefore is capable of quantifying all three of

these parameters. Tomographic methods in general require a

solution of the light transport equation to extract the optical

properties in three dimensions. This is an difficult problem,

and a variety of methods have been developed both in terms

of hardware and data analysis for a range of length scales

from sub-millimeters up to several centimeters of penetra-

tion (17, 21, 80–85). A comprehensive review of these
methods and techniques will not be attempted here. The
ultimate goal of these techniques is to quantitatively extract
the tissue absorption, scattering, and/or fluorescence
properties at each voxel of a predefined 3-dimensional
(3D) mesh. Fluorescence molecular tomography (FMT) is
one such application that has become relatively widely
adopted and commercialized, which provides the 3D
reconstruction fluorophore concentration within a small
animal (18).

Commonly, imaging is done using planar, 2D imaging
systems, particularly in small animal imaging systems.
These typically illuminate the entire field of view with a
laser (or filtered white light source) and collect the emitted
fluorescent light via a camera. An example of both types of
techniques is shown if Fig. 4. Kirsch et al. investigated the
ability of an NIR probe for protease activity to identify
tumor margins during a surgical procedure in a novel
sarcoma model (86). Soft tissue sarcomas are commonly
treated with radiation followed by surgical resection, so the
ability to remove the entire tumor is critical to effective
treatment. Of relevance to this review is the use of a
commercial FMT system (FMT, VisEn Medical Inc.) to
quantify the concentration of activated probe within the
tumor (Fig. 4c, d), as well as a hand-held planar imaging
device (HHD, Siemens) to image the resection cavity after
surgical excision of the tumor mass (Fig. 4e).

FIG. 4. Axial (panel a) and coronal (panel b) images of gadolineum-DTPA enhanced T1 MRI images show the sarcoma tumor and surrounding
tissue of the gluteal region. The corresponding FMT image (panel c) was taken after injection of a Prosense probe, an NIR fluorescent protease-
activated probe (VisEn Medical, Inc.). Finally, a hand-held imaging system was used to acquire Prosense fluorescence prior to (panel d) and after
(panel e) surgical resection of the tumor. After surgery (panel e), the resected tumor show fluorescence (upper inset), while pathology confirms
tumor tissue (lower inset), and some residual tumor remains in the surgical cavity (primary panel e). Finally, the specificity of the probe for tumor
tissue was verified using FMT to compare the tumor and contralateral normal muscle tissue fluorophore concentration. (Reproduced with
permission from ref. 86.)
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Optical Coherence Tomography

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is an interferomet-

ric technique that probes the coherent backscattering of light
from tissue and is often referred to as the optical equivalent

of ultrasound (10). In its simplest form it is set up as a

Michelson interferometer. Low coherence, broadband light

is coupled to the tissue via the sample arm, and interference
patterns between the reflected tissue signal and the reference

arm provides the OCT signal. The depth of the measured

interference pattern is tuned for different depths within

tissue by changing the path-length of the reference arm to
provide a 1D depth scan (also referred to as an A-scan) (21).

Two-dimensional or 3D reconstructions are obtained by

raster scanning the source on the tissue surface along a line
or surface. The contrast obtained via the interference

spectrum in OCT emerges from spatial variations in optical

scattering and/or refractive indices of the tissue and, thus,

OCT is very valuable as a technique to image histological/
morphological/architectural features of tissue microstruc-

ture. Since the depth of penetration of light in tissue

depends on the optical absorption and scattering properties

of the tissue, which typically are lower in the NIR spectral
region (relative the visible/UV regions), OCT sources

typically use wavelengths spanning between 650–900 nm.

With these wavelengths, the sensing depth of OCT systems

ranges from 1 to 3 mm. Axial and lateral resolutions of
typical OCT systems range between 1 to 10 lm and 10 to

50 lm, respectively. A vast majority of clinical applications

using OCT have measured disorders and irregularities in
human eyes including the microstructure of cornea,

retinopathy, macular degeneration, and subretinal neovas-

cularization. Besides the eye, other clinical applications

include the detection of vulnerable plaques in atheroscle-
rosis, where images of arteries are obtained via catheter-

based OCT methods to distinguish calcium deposits,

plaques and calcification. In cancer applications, the

predominant use of OCT is focused around early diagnosis
of precancerous lesions in gastroenterology, pulmonary

medicine and skin lesions.

There are fewer reports indicating the utility of OCT for
radiation research. Studies by Muanza et al. (8) and

Kawakami-Wong et al. (9) have investigated the use of

OCT-based imaging in preclinical and clinical studies to

score oral mucositis in subjects receiving radiation and/or
chemotherapy, and showed that OCT-based sensing was

able to detect occurrence of mucositis earlier than other

typically used visual scoring. More recent developments in

functional OCT based imaging to detect vascularization (via
spectral OCT) and blood flow (by Doppler OCT) have also

shown significant impact for applications in radiation

research. Doppler OCT has also been used by several
studies to detect changes in vascular flow and hemody-

namics following tumor treatment with radiation, vascular

disrupting agents, and photodynamic therapy (87–91). Such

reports highlight the applicability of OCT-based imaging in
radiation research.

Photoacoustic Tomography

As a final technology, we discuss the photoacoustic
method implemented as photoacoustic tomography (PAT),
which is seeing a tremendous amount of activity in recent
years (11). This method relies on the photoacoustic effect,
whereby an exciting (ultra-short) light pulse is absorbed by
chromophores in the tissue of interest (such as hemoglobin,
water, or fat naturally present in the tissue, or by micro-
bubbles or nanoparticles introduced as contrast agents). This
absorption process induces a rapid thermal expansion in the
tissue and causes the emission of a broadband ultrasound
pressure wave, which is then detected using regular
ultrasonic transducers placed around the tissue. This method
combines the advantages of having optical sources of
contrast (due to the optical nature of light-tissue interac-
tions) with the depth sensitivity of ultrasound (due to the
propagation of ultrasound in tissue), along with the deep
tissue (11). Photoacoustic methods offer 3D tomographic
reconstructions of tissue and use one of two approaches: a
large array of transducers to simultaneously sense the
emitted ultrasonic signals from the absorption of the light,
and then subsequently reconstruct the sources of the emitted
signals via inverse methods; or by using a single transducer
element that is raster-scanned across the tissue surface to
form a 3D map by using a depth-scan at each point on the
tissue surface to directly reconstruct the emitted photo-
acoustic signal from the tissue. These methods are called
PACT (photoacoustic computed tomography) and PAM
(photoacoustic microscopy), respectively (92). PACT-based
3D reconstruction methods are computationally intensive,
require complex instrumentation, but provide very high
frame rates for imaging. On the other hand, PAM is much
simpler in terms of image reconstruction and instrumenta-
tion, but is slow in terms of imaging a given volume of
tissue since there is a need to raster scan the whole surface
of interest.

Given that the absorption contrast relied upon by
photoacoustic tomography emerges naturally from blood,
a major absorber of light in tissues, PAT has been
extensively used in clinical and preclinical studies to image
subsurface vasculature in applications ranging from neuro-
imaging, sensing vascular remodeling (after ischemia or
injury), and tumor imaging (93–96). Further, given the
advent of functionalized gold and carbon nanoparticles as
molecularly-targeted contrast agents, and the fact that these
nanoparticles present extremely high absorption cross-
sections, they are being actively researched for use in
conjunction with PAT methods (97–101). Although there
are no available reports at the current time reporting on the
use of PAT in the field of radiation research, a recent report
highlights the applicability of using PAT methods to
monitor tumor biochemistry and molecular changes in
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transgenic animal models, as seen in Fig. 5 (102). Here, the

authors used PAT to quantify the changes in capillary

morphogenesis, vascular remodeling, and microvessel

regression in an animal model that constitutively expressed

oxygen independent HIF-1 in the skin, even during

persistent activation of VEGFR-2. Such studies demonstrate

the promise of PAT-based longitudinal sensing to quantify

the impact of radiation, chemotherapy, and molecular

therapies across treatment regimes.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, optical imaging and spectroscopy is a

diverse field encompassing a wide array of technologies and

applications. The key advantage of these techniques is that

they are able to elucidate the spatiotemporal dynamics of

the therapeutic response. Arbitrary selection of one or two

time points for histology or other imaging modality such as

PET may miss the event in question. This advantage must

be balanced against the relatively limited sensing depth and

potential perturbation of the system by window chamber

implantation (if required).Incorporation of these techniques

into radiobiological investigation enables insight into

virtually every aspect of radiobiology. As technology

develops, we can expect that sensitivity, resolution, and

molecular specificity will continue to improve, and that
more of these approaches will be translated to the clinic.
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